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Given a graph (resp. digraph) G with edge (resp. arc) set E(G) =((I.+, u,), . . . , (u,, II,)}. 
where q = IE(G)I, we can associate with it an integer-pair sequence S = ((a,, b,), , . . , (a,, 6,)) 
where q is the degree (resp. indegree) of Ui and 6i of vi. Then G is said to be a graph (resp. 
digraph) realization of S. In this paper we characterize integer-pair sequences which have a 
self-complementary graph (resp. digraph, tournament) as a realization. We then give a unified 
approach to characterizing integer-pair sequences as well as degree sequences which are graphic 
and have every graph realization self-complementary. Our characterization in the degree 
sequence case is different from that obtained earlier in Rao [13]. 
0. Introduction and definitions 
The concept of integer-pair sequences was introduced by Hakimi and Patrinos 
in [lo] where it was considered to extend the concept and results of degree 
sequences. In this paper we further extend the results of degree sequences to 
integer-pair sequences and also show how ihe concept and results of integer-pair 
sequences may be used to yield results in degree sequences. For other results on 
integer-pair sequences ee [l, 5,6,14]. 
All graphs (resp. digraphs) considered here are finite, without isolated vertices 
and without loops or multiple edges (resp. arcs). Given a graph (resp. digraph) G 
we denote its vertex set by V(G), edge (resp. arc) set by E(G) and the edge (resp. 
arc) joining vertex u to vertex II is denoted by W. For standard definitions and 
notation we follow Harary [ll]. 
Let G be a graph (resp. digraph) with E(G) ={u~u,, . . . , uqq,} where q = 
IE(G)I. Then the integer-pair sequence SG of G is the sequence 
((a,, b,), * ’ * 9 (a,, bq )) where Qi is the degree (resp. indegree) of 4 and 6i of Ui- 
Let S = ((al, b,), . . . , (aq, b,)) be a sequence of ordered pairs of non--negative 
integers. Then S is called an integer-pair sequence. A graph (rt . digraph) G is 
said to oe a realization of S if E(G) may be written so that So = S, and then S is 
said to be graphic (resp. digraphic). 
By the degree sequence of a graph G, denoted II(G), we mean the sequence of 
the degrees of its vertices. If H is a bipartite graph with bipartition (V,, V,), then 
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iI( H) = 14,. 4,] where pi is the sequence of the degrees of th? vertices in Vi, H is 
said to be a bipartite realization of [&, #2]. 
A graph (resp. digraph, tournament) G is said to be self-complementary if G is 
isomorphic to its complement G. An isomorphism u from G onto c is called a 
complementing permutation. 
An integer-pair sequence or a degree sequence is said to be potentially 
self-complementary for graphs (resp. digraphs, tourna.ments) if it has a self- 
complementary graph (resp. digraph, tournament) as a realization. Further it is 
said to be forcibly self-complementary for graphs if it is graphic and every graph 
realization of it is self-complementary. 
In Section 1 of this paper we characterize potentially self-complementary 
intcgcr-pair sequences for graphs (resp. digraphs, tournaments) and in Section 2 
forcibly self-complementary integer-pair sequences for graphs. The corresponding 
dcgrec sequence problems have been solved in [2,3,4,7,13]. Finally in Section 3 
wc show how the concept of integer-pair sequences and results of Section 2 may 
bc used to characterize forcibly self-complementary degree sequences for graphs, 
a different characterization of which has been obtained in Rao [13]. 
WC now introduce some definitions and notations. 
Ixt G bc a graph (resp.. digraph) and A, B c V(G). Then G[A, B] is defined 
by: V(C;IA. B]j r- A U B and E(,G[A, B]) = {uu E E(G): u E A, u E B}. G[A, A] is 
Aso cfc’n~~d by G[A]. The degree of a vertex x in a graph G is denoted by 
&Lx). 
Ixt S ((LI,, b,). . . . . (a,,, h,, )) he ii s.cqucncc of ordered pairs of non-negative 
intcgcrs. Then S is called an intcgcr-pair sequence. A graph (rcsp., digraph) G is 
said to be a realization of S if the set E(G) may be written so that SG = S, and 
then S is said to be graphic (xsp., digraphic). (See [lO].) 
Ixt S bc an intcgcr-pair sequence as above. Then: A is the sequence 
((I,. * . . . cl,, 1, B is the scyucncc (h,, . . . . b,,), S, is the sequence (a,, bl, . . . , u,, b,), 
s, -{d,..... d,) is the set 
. . . ‘=- Li ,,. 
k’(r, s) is the number ot 
k ( r, s 1 = 1 k’(r, s) t k’(r, s) 
of distinct members occurring in &, where cjll > d2 > 
times the ordered integer-pair (r, s) occurs in S. 
Us, r) if tf s, 
if r = s. 
k ( I-) is t hc number of times r occurs in A. 
k’( r 1 is t tic number i>f times r occurs in R. 
zz (r-1 ih the number of times r occurs in S,. 
,, = k’(d, j/t/, if d, # 0. 
I 
II (cl,\, if cf, -= 0. 
It ‘*- shown in [ 10] that if S is graphic then S is a sequence of ordered pairs of 
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positive integers, as 0 does not occur in S1, and that there are n(h)/4 vertices of 
degree di in any graph realization of S. 
So if S is, moreover, a sequence of ordered pairs of positive integers then we 
define 
Also when S is graphic, any graph realization G of S is taken on the vertex set 
V(S)=UF=, Vi such that IVil=I, and da(x)=4 for all xEVi, l<i<n. Then 
G[ Vi, Vi) is denoted by Gij and G[V,] by Gi or Gii. 
For 1 s i, j s n, Aij( G) and Eij(G) denote respectively maximum and minimum 
degree in Gij of a vertex in Vi. 
When i # j the bipartite graph Gij is always considered with bipartition (Vi, Vi) 
and Gij is said to be semiregular on both sides if Aij(G) - &ii(G) < 1 and 
Aji(G)-eji(G)C 1. 
We now generalise the concept of integer-pair sequences in the following way. 
Given a graph G, with a given partition {W,, . . . , W,)) of V(G) and a sequence of 
distinct non-negative integers h’ = (II,, . . . , !I,,), we associate with G the integer- 
pair sequence S(G) = ((Go, b,). . . . , (%, b,)) where E(G) = {uIvI, . . . , u,vJ. q = 
:E(G)( and q = I+, 6i = hk if and only if 4 E Wj, Vi E Wk. Note that S(G) depends 
on both the partition and sequence 6. 
Also note that if u E Wk implies that d&) = h,, for 1 s k c n, then SC; = S(G). 
Further given a graph G with a given partition P and a seque;?ce of distinct 
integers h’ as above, we call G a weak realization of S with respect to P and h’ if 
E(G) mav be written so that s(G) = S. When there is no ambiguity about P rend & 
we will merely say that G is a weak realization of S. We note again tha: if u E Wk 
implies dG( u) = hk, for I L(, k < n, then G is also a realization of S as defined above 
following [IO]. 
1. Potentiaily self-comp1ementury integer+@r sequences 
In this section we characterize potentially self-complementary integer-pair 
sequence for graphs, digraphs and tournaments. We first give the characterization 
of potentially self-complementary integer-pair sequences For graphs in the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let S be a sequence of ordered pairs of positive integers. Then S is 
potentially self-complementary for graphs if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(11 d, +d,+l-i= i ii-1 for l<i<i(n+l). 
i==l 
(2) li = 1,~ + I--i urzd li is an even integer for I 5~ i s 4~. 
Roof. To prove the necessity let G be a self-complementary graph with o as a 
complementing permutation and let S = St;;. By considering the degree sequence 
of (7. which is potentially self-complementary (see [31), WC see that (l),_(2) and 
(3) hold. (4) holds iiS Gi -2 Cta+l _-i for 1 si sf(n + 1); (5) holds ZIS Gi.,+i -i= 
c; II ’ I I.1 fc;r 1 si~$n; I?JI~ (6,) holds ~5 Gii =e,,+ I-i.rt+l_ i arid Gi,ncl_i=Gn+l__i,i 
for I S i S $I + 1). For jf n -+- 1- i (7) holds as a2 is an automorphism of G with 
at most one fixtxi point and for j = tz + 1 - i (7) follows from (2) and (9. 
Snficiertcy. WC first suppr~t~ that /I is odd. Let Ii = 2tti for 1 =Z i Gin ad 
1, -- -In, + 1 for i = $n + 1 ). The11 ni, I < i S fin + 1). is an integer because of (2) and L 
(3). Now Ict 
It c;m be seen that conditions (3) to (7) ensure that we can define a self- 
c0mplerxn t ary graph G, with V(G) = V and CT acting as a complementing 
pe1 mutation, which is ii weak realization of S with respect to the partition 
p {V,.....VJ and the sequence of distinct integers d - (d,, . . . , l&t ). 
Yaw Ict 
‘i’hcn of all such self-cc~nl~lornt~lt~~ry weak rc:\lizations of .S with respect to P and 
ti. which have u as ;I complementing permut;~tion, we choose one such that f(G) 
is ininimum. Then WC- mitke the following 
Q%int. f( G 1 = 0. 
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Suppose not. Then there exist i and u, o such that u, t, e &, &(w) - C& X8 sand 
&(++=0 as CoeV, &(V)=n(~)=I]ViI.~. So U, ZJ are different from the 
fixed point z of CT. As c? is an automorphism of G so a2(u) f v and a2(v) # u. 
Also C(U) # O(V) as cr4 is identity. 
Now if there exists w # v, a2(v) such that uw E E(G), VW& E(G), then since cr is 
a complementing perinutation and c2 an automorphism, it follows that: 
li) 02(ub2(w) E E(G), a2(v)u2(w) # E(G); 
(ii) o(w)o(w)p! E(G), a(v)o(w)~ E(G); and 
(iii) a”(u)a3(w)$ E(G), o”(v)a”(w)~ E(G). 
Note that any nonedge listed above has its two incident vertices distinct since cr4 is 
identity and wf u, v. We delete uw, 02(u)02(w), a(v a’(v)u3(w) from 
E(G) and add cr(u)a(w), 03(u)a3(w), VW, 02(v)cr2(w) to E(G) to obtain If. Then 
H satisfies the conditions mentioned above and f(H) <f(G) as &(cr2(v))<di < 
d&(o-2(ui) and 
This contradicts the choice of G. 
So there is no w as above. As dC( u) > do(v) so we have UCF~(V) E E(G), 
uo’(v)$ E(G). So o’(u)ct”(v) = a’(u)v E E(G). Hence uu2(u) E E(G) else we can 
get such a w as above. Now we delete uc2( u) from and add uu2(v) to E(G) to 
obtain H. Again f(H) <f(G), a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
Thus G is a self-complementary realization of S as f(G) = 0. When n is even 
we can also proceed as above to obtain a self-complementary realization of S. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
We can similarly prove the next two theorems. 
Theorem 1.2. An integer-pair sequence S is potentially self-complementary for 
digraphs if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 
2 if n is even, 
di + dpa+ 1 __i = 
2 +li,+~~;~-l if n is odd 
for all i, 1 Sid(n+ 1). 
(2) k’(di) = lid, k’(d,+ 1 --i )= l:&+I._i and 1: is an integerfor lsi<$(n +I). 
(3) Zf n is odd, then l[,,+1b,2 = 1 (mod 2). 
(4) k’(diq di)+k’(d,,,.,_i,d,,+l i)-1:(1:-l) for lsis$(n+ 1). 
(5) k’(di, dil+ k’(d,,+ 1 -iq d,,+,..j)=l~l~ for 1 <i#jsn. 
Theorem 1.3. S is potentially self-complementary, or equivalently self-converse, for 
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t0umamenC.s if and only if S hots p12 toumnment as a realization and is potentially 
self-complementary for digraph. 
Remark. From the method of proof we see that if S is potentially self- 
complementary for graphs (resp, digraphs or tournaments) then there is a 
self-complementary realization of S which has a complementing permutation 
consisting only of four-cycles (resp., transpositions) and at most one fixed point. 
Also note that in Theorem 1. t (resp., 1.2) we do not assume that S is graphic 
( resp.. digraphic). 
2. Forcillbly sehomplementary iuteger-pair sequences 
In this section we characterize forcibly self-complementary integer-pair se- 
quences for graphs. The corresponding problem for degree sequences was solved in 
Rae [ I3 J and wt‘ will require the following two results on degree sequences from 
it. 
Lemma 2.1 (Rae [U]). L41 II = (2N)1N”. TIleI 17 is forcibly self -complemenkuy 
if cud only if N L- 0 or 1. 
Lemma 2.2 (Rae [ 1.31). Ler I? = (3N - 1 jZN. ( NjZN. Then v is forcibly self- 
comp!emenk~ry ifmd only if N = 1 or 2. 
WC will :tlso rcquirc the following canonical realization of a graphic integer-pair 
~CCpCllCC. 
Lemma 2.3 (RN and Taneja [ 141). If S is (I graphic integer-pair sequence. then 
rhere is LI graph realization G of S such that for every i, j, i # j, 1 6 i, j s n. Gi is 
semiregultrr and Gii is semiregular on both sides. 
WC now give the characterization of forcibly self-complementary integer-pair 
s~.:~wiccs for graphs in the following 
‘E’heorem 2.4. Let S be Q sequence of ordered pairs of positive integers. Theft ttle 
integer-ptrir sequence is forcibly .se!f-comp~e~{en~~~ry for graphs if n~td only if the 
following conditions ure strfisfieck 
12 1 I, - I,, * , I =2 or 3 for lSi+n. 
43) Zf CI is odd. then for i =i(n+ 1) either 1. -= k(di, 4)=5 or li = k(di, di)+ 1 = 1 
-2) (k(4, d,)* k(d,,+l- ir d,,+l..,))={~~.~li(li- 1)) for 1 SiS$n. 
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Proof. We ftrst prove the sufficiency. Let S satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
Using Theorem 1.1 we see that S is potentially self-complementary for graphs 
and hence S is graphic. Now let G be any realization of S. 
Condition (4) shows that Gii, i # n + 1 - i, 1 s i s n, is either the complete graph 
or its complement. Similarly condition (6) shows that Gij, i # j, i # R + 1 - j, 1~ i, 
j s n, is the complete bipartite graph or its complement. Hence using condition (5) 
we see that Gi.n+l-i, 1~ i ~$n, is a bipartite graph with all degrees fli qince all the 
vertices of Vi (resp.. V,,+ l-i) have equal degree. SO now using condition (2) we 
see that Gi,n+l-i = Gn+l-i,i aqd there is a complementing permutation 4i such that 
4i( Vi1 ZZ Vn+I-i* 
If i = n + 1 -i then i .-z $2 + 1). As before we get that all vertic*:s of Vi have 
equal degree in Gii and hence using condition (3) we see that Gii is self- 
complementary. Let & be a complementing permutation of Gii. 
NOW let u = flig(n+ll,2 &. Th en with the help of conditions (5) and (6) we see 
that cr is a complementing permutation of G. Hence G is self-complementary. 
We now prove the necessity. Let S be forcibly self-complementary for graphs. 
Th;n 5 is potentially self-complementary for graphs and hence (1) and (5) hold by 
Theorem 1.1. Now let G be the canonical realization of S of Lemma 2.3. 
Suppose i < n + 1 - i. Then from Theorem 1.1 we know that Ii = I,, 1-i = 2gi 
(say) where gi is a positive integer. SO k(d,, Cl,+l_i) = 2gf and since Gi,n+l-i is 
semiregular on both sides and l&l = IV,,+l__il= 2gi SO it follows that in Gi,n+l.-i all 
vertices have degree gi. SO 
I-I(G i.n+l-ij = C!Sf’), (RiL’)I. 
NOW if HI is any realization of [(gF%), (gT%)] with bipartition (Vi, Vn+l-i} then 
we form Hz as follows: V(H,) = V(H,), E(H,) = E(H,) U {xy : x # y and x, y E Vi}. 
However, as S is forcibly; self-complementary so any realization H of S with 
H .= H, is self-corn#mentary and there is a complementing permutation o i.n tl-1 
such that a(Vi)= Vn+l-i ar:d a(V”+,._i ) = VI:. So it follows that H2 is also self- 
complementary. Hence the degree sequence 
is forcibly self-complementary as all realizations of it can be obtained as above. So 
using Lemma 2.2 we see that (2) holds. 
NOW if i = n + 1 - i, then from Theorem 1.1 we know that li 5 1 (mod 4) 3nd 
k(4, d)=$Ii(Ii - 1). SO Zi 12k(4,~&) and Gii is semiregular implies that each vertex 
of Vi has degree f(li - 1) in Gii. Since I7( Gii) should be forcibly self- 
complementary so using Lemma 2.1 we see that (3) holds. 
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Now if if n + 1 - i and there exist X, y E Vi, w E Vj such that xw E E(C), 
yw$ E(G), then without loss of generality we can ge; t # X, y, t E Vn+l_i such that 
vz E EtG ). xr$ E(G). (This can be seen from conditions (3) and (5) which we 
already know to hold.) Now obtain G’ from G by replacing xw, yz, by yw, xz. 
Then if i = 22 + I- i, II(G,i) is not potentially self-complementary and if if n + 1 -i, 
GL+l-i is regular on one side but not on the other side. So in any case 
G’[V, U Vn+l--iI cannot be self-complementary with a complementing permuta- 
tion u (say) such that a( Vi) = V,r+I_i. SO if if n + 1 - i, then all the vertices of V’ 
arc either adjacent or nonadjacent to any w E Vj. But as Gii is semiregular (if 
i = j) or semiregular on both sides (if i # j) so (4) and (6) hold. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Forcibly self-complementary degree sequences 
In this section we characterize forcibly self-complementary degree sequences 
for graphs hy first reducing it to an integer-pair sequence problem and then using 
the results of the last section. WC thus present a unified approach to solving the 
problems of characterizing forcibly self-complementary integer-pair sequences 
and degree sequences in the case of graphs. Our results are alternate to that 
obtained in Rao [lo]. 
Let II = (d,, . . . . d,,) be a graphic degree sequence. Then we define the integer- 
pair sequence S(U) according to the following algorithm based on the one of 
1% 121. 
Step 1. Put S(U) = fl (tF2 empty stxpence~ and V = (n,, d;), . . . , (d,. db) where 
tr ; d, for 1 5 i <p. ch to Step 2. 
Step 2. Order V such that the n: sequence is Ilon-incrcasin~~. Remove the first 
mcmhcr of V. say (& d;). from V. For all i. 1 G i sd[, add (&, dj) to S(H) and 
put d: - d; - I where (di. di) is the ith member of V. Proceed to Step 3. 
Step 3. if for any member ot’ V di is zero, then remove it from V. If V = (3 stop. 
Othcrwisc go to Step 2. 
WC now characterize forcibly self -complomcnt ary degree sequences I7 by 
mc:?.: s of conditions on the integer-pair sequc~~~ S(U) in the following theorem. 
‘I’hc ~5,;s used arc the Kronecker deltas. 
Theorem 3.1. kt II be a graphic degree ,cequence. Then I.. is forcibly self- 
mrnplententary for graphs if cd only if S(U) sutisfies conditions (1) to (6) of 
Theorem 2.4 and (7) given below. 
(7) If i. j, r. s me surii ihdt i # r, j rf s cud Si,~,, <nlin{k(& d,). k(& ci,)}, then 
ei!hcr 
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Pmof. Sufficiency. It may be seen, from the algorithm defining S(U), that S(n) = 
S, where G is a canonical realization of LL As S(n) satisfies conditions (1) to (6) 
of Theorem 2.4 so S, = S(n) is forcibly self-complementuy for graphs. Hence, if 
H is a graph realization of n which is not self-complementary, then SH # Se We 
also know (see [S, 91) that we may obtain W from G as follows: 
G=G,~(~,~,~,u,)-*G~-*...-*(x~~~M~~)~)-*G~=N where Xi yiq Uivi E 
E(Gi-1) and yih, Vi% & E(Gi- 1) and Gi is obtained from Gi-1 by replacing Xiyi, uivi 
by yih, Vi&. NOW let t be the smallest integer such that SC, # S,. Since S,, 1 = SG 
so if we choose i, j, r, s such that 4 = G,(q), di = &(y,), d, = da (u& and 
d, = &(u,) then condition (7) is violated. This proves the sufficiency. 
Necessity. It is clear that S(Z7) has to be a forcibly self-complementary integer- 
pair sequence and so conditions (1) to (6) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. It can be 
seen that if (7) is not satisfied by some i, j, 7, s (not necessarily all distinct) then we 
can get a realization G of S(n), and hence of II, with distinct vertices x, y, u, u 
such that x E Vi, y E Vi, u E V,, v E Vs and xy E E(G), uv E E(G) and yu# E(G). 
vx$ E(G). We then obtain H from G by replacing xy, uv by yu, vx. Since So 
satisfies condition (6) of Theorem 2.4 so S, does not satisfy it. This implies that 
SH is not a forcibly self-complementary integer-pair sequence. Hence I1 cannot 
be a forcibly self-complementary degree sequence, contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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